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BROADBAND PILLBOX ANTENNAS

1. INTRODUCTION

Pillbox antennas [] have found widespread use in radar and communica-
tion applications. The most common type of pillbox.antenna is that used to
collimate the energy from a point source, placed at the focus of a parabolic
cylinder connecting two parallel plates, into a plane wavefront. There are
two major disadvantages in using this simple pillbox, some times called
single layer pillbox. First, the pillbox feed, by obstructing the aperture,
lowers the gain and raises the sidelobes of the pattern. Second, energy
reflected from the back plate of the pillbox to the feed makes the broad-
banding impossible without the use of a vertex plate, which causes further
degeneration in the pattern. These limitations are eliminated, to a large

-., extent, in a double layer (or folded) pillbox. However, pillboxes having an
- . octave or more bandwidths have not been reported in the literature. It is

the purpose here to report on the results of a study on the bandwidth
limitations of folded pillbox antennas and to present a design which provides
a wideband pillbox antenna. The results were used to build a simulated
pillbox using waveguides to show the practical feasibility of building a
broadband double layer pillbox. The experimental results indicated
that the existing pillbox antenna AS-1065/UPX [2], which is being used as

* an IFF antenna, can be modified to make it broadband by simply replacing
the existing feed with a wider feed.

A pillbox antenna AS-1065/UPX was then modified using a new feed.
The experimental results showed that the performance bandwidth of the
AS-1065/UPX is indeed improved by simple modification of the feed. The
results also indicated that further improvement, in the low frequency end,
is possible by using a slightly wider feed and also by increasing the
spacings between the metallic webs (which exists in the aperture of the
AS-1065/UPX antenna) or by removing them completely. However, this addi-
tional work was not undertaken due to funding limitation.

2. BROADBAND DOUBLE LAYER PILLBOX

A In a double layer pillbox, the feed is located in one layer with the
second layer containing the radiating aperture, as shown in Fig. 1 . In

such designs, the energy is transferred from one layer to the other by 1800
bend. Therefore, the amount of reflection back into the feed system is

0 reduced.

The bandwidth of the double layer pillbox depends on the reflections
at the bend, the nature of the feed, and the reflections at the radiating
aperture. We will discuss these in what follows.

2.1 Broadband 1800 Bend Design

Fig. 2 shows the 1800 bend which is usually used in double layer

pillboxes. The particular design objective of the bend is the minimization
of reflections back toward the source. Since the microwave energy will be
striking the bends in the pillbox at different angles of incidence, the
bends must have a low coefficient of reflection for both normally and
obliquely incident rays. Also, for broadband applications, the reflections
Manuscript approved June 20, 1984.
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must remain small over a wide range of frequencies. According to Taggart
and Fine [31, the requirement f or low reflection as a function of angle
of incidence and as a function of frequency are interrelated and lead to
similar design parameters for TE4 mode propagation. They showed that thetransmission coefficient of a plane wave of wavelength A striking the bend
at an arbitrary angle 8 to the normal is exactly the same as for another
plane wave of wavelength A' striking the bend at normal incidence, where
A' = A/cos6. A bend which is broadband (for normal incidence) over a
range of frequencies should, therefore, have excellent transmitting quali-
ties at a single frequency for a wide range of variable angles of incidence.

Taggart and Fine [31 give curves of d/a vs Ag/a for reflectionless bends
(where "a" is the spacing between the parallel plates and "d" is the septum
spacing). For the double layer pillbox, Ag - A/cosO, where A is the
free-space wavelength and 6 is the angle of incidence of the particular ray
considered. For broadbandinq, the spacing between the plates "a" should be
smaller than 0.2 Ag. Taggart and Fine [3] gave measured curves which show
the relation between d/a, s/a and Ag/a (where s is the septum thickness).
Their figures 5 and 6 are reproduced here as Figs. 3 and 4. The curves are
limited to Ag/a < 7. However, they can be used to choose approximate
values for a, d and s for broadband operation. If needed, these approximate
values can be used in devising an experiment (to simulate a double layer
pillbox) using waveguides and then eperimentally determine the bend para-
meters which result in broadband operation over a specified band of fre-
quencies, as discussed later.

For broadband operation, it was noted earlier that the spacing between
the plates ma" should be smaller than 0.2 Ah (Ah - wavelength at the high-
est frequency of interest, i.e., 1600 MHz), then the broadband requirement
will be satisfied for other frequencies and for all angles of incidence.
Therefore "a" is chosen as 1" (= .12 7Ah), which is also the spacing used
in the existing pillbox. This results in Ah/a a 7.87 and Ag/a for any
other frequency in the required band will be greater than 7.87. Taggart
and Fine give results only up to Ag/a - 7. However, from Fig. 3 (their
Fig. 5), it may be noted that for Ag/a > 7 the curves are quite flat.
So, for a matched bend, at a mid frequency of 1080 MHz, d/a should be chosen
to be approximately 0.6 (from Fig. 3) for s/a - .119. By choosing these
parameters for the bend, it may be noted from Fig. 4 (Fig. 6 of Taggart and
Fine) that the VSWR will be less than 1.25 for the whole frequency range
and for all the angles of incidence.

*2.2 Broadband Feed Design

For broadband operation of a double layer pillbox, the nature of the
feed is the most important single factor. Most common feeds are rectangular
waveguides with coaxial input. There are a number of methods [4) available
to broadband the transition from coaxial input to the rectangular wavequide.
One method is to use a ridge-block transforming junction, which gives about
2.2:1 bandwidth for a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of less than 2:1.
For higher bandwidth, a ridge waveguide is needed [4] as a feed. However,
ridge waveguide is not practical to implement in the present case because
of the limitations in space. Therefore, a ridge-block transforming junction
is chosen as a broadband feed for the double layer pillbox. The details of
the procedure used in designing such a junction can be found in reference
(4]. Therefore, only a brief discussion on the design of the junction is
included here.

• 2
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Figure 5 shows the transforming type of junction. Where; Z0  is the

characteristic impedance of the coaxial line (assumed to be 50 a in our
case); Z01, Z0 2 , and Z0 3 are the characteristic impedances of the various
segments of the waveguide; fcl, fc2 and rc3 are the cut-off frequencies of
those waveguide segments as shown in Fig. 5. The lengths Lg2 and Lg3 are
equal to quarter wavelength in their respective waveguide segments.

Our interest is in the frequency range of 600 to 1600 MHz. So the cut-
off frequencies fci = fc3 are assumed to be 540 MHz (90% of 600 MHz). This
determines the width a1 of the waveguide to be 110. The thickness b, of
the waveguide feed is determined by the spacing between the parallel plates
in the pillbox antenna. This was determined, in the previous section, to
be one inch. With these dimensions, the remaining parameters of the junction
can be found as explained in the Appendix.

Using the above design parameters, a coaxial to waveguide transition,
as shown in Fig. 6, was built. To determine the performance of the transi-
tion over a frequency band, voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) on the
coaxial line was measured using coaxial slotted line with the waveguide
terminated with a matched load. The results are also shown in Fig. 6.
Note that the experimental model is scaled down by 2:1. So, all the dimen-
sions are one-half of the design values and the frequency of interest is
scaled up by 1.2 to 3.2 GHz. From Fig. 6 it is clear that in the low fre-
quency side the VSWR is less than 2. However, there is a resonant peak
around 2.9 GHz. This was attributed to the fact that the length of the
short circuiting block Lg3 becomes a one-half wavelength at 2.93 GHz and
effectively shorts the transition junction. Therefore, it was conjectured
that the length Lg3 should be shortened to improve performance at the high
frequency end. An optimum value of Lg3 was determined experimentally so that
the VSWR is less than 2 over a frequency band of 1.2 to 3.2 GHzo The
optimum value for Lg3 - 2.128" (1.064" for the scale model). Fig. 7 shows
the transition and the experimental results obtained with the optimum value
of Lq3. These results show that a broadband waveguide feed can be designed,
which can be used in a pillbox, over a frequency band of 1.2 to 3.2 GHz.

2.3 Experimental Simulation of Double Layer Pillbox

Earlier it was discussed that the reflections from the 1800 bend can
be reduced by properly choosing the dimensions of the bend. Using the
dimensions of the pillbox and the bend which were obtained earlier, an

* . experiment was performed using the broadband feed discussed in the previous
section to determine the effect of the 1800 bend. To do this, one need not
build a pillbox antenna. Also, impedance measurements in parallel plates

-with straight 1800 bends are difficult to make. However, Taggart and Fine
[31 showed that it is possible to reduce the problem to the simpler one of
investigating 1800 bends in waveguides, by showing that the electromagnetic

* fields in the parallel plate bend and those in the corresponding waveguides
are equivalent. This equivalence makes it possible to perform experiments
in waveguides in order to obtain information concerning the parallel plates.

Fig. 8 shows the experimental set up with two waveguides with a gap
"d". The two waveguides were soldered together with the adjacent walls cut
back and rounded to form the septum. The coaxial to waveguide transition
developed earlier was used as the input to the top guide. The lower

4% 3
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waveguide is terminated in matched load while making impedance (VSWR)
measurements over the frequency band of 1.2 to 3.2 GHz. The results are
shown in Fig. 9. The curve in'Fig. 9 is quite similar to that of Fig. 7,
except that there is a rapid but small modulation visible in Fig. 9. This
small difference indicates that the contribution (due to reflections) of
the bend is quite small and can be ignored for all practical purposes.

2.4 Radiating Aperture Mismatch

The other factors which will affect the impedance of the pillbox
antenna are the reflections at the radiating aperture due to the mismatch
between the antenna, the free space, the weatherizing cover, and other
aperture modifications [5]. These factors will not be considered here
because there are no plans to build a new type of pillbox antenna with
broadband characteristics. Only simple modifications to the existing
antenna are contemplated.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE MODIFIED PILLBOX ANTENNA AS-1065/UPX

Fig. 10 shows the input VSWR of the original AS-1065/UPX. The solid
curve is the VSWR of the antenna as received. The dotted line curve
represents the antenna VSWR with 11/16 inch rod, which is used for aperture

-4 matching in the original antenna, removed from the antenna aperture. As
* can be noted, the VSWR is unacceptably high below 750 MHz. This is partly

attributed to the fact that the cutoff frequency of the original feed is
655 MHz (the width of the waveguide feed was 90) and the VSWR is high near
and below cutoff. Therefore, it was decided to modify the feed by increasing
its widths to 11 inches (the corresponding cutoff frequency is 540 MHz) and

4. ' _ optimizing feed parameters, as discussed earlier, to increase its bandwith.
Fig. 11 shows the original and new feed dimensions.

Fig. 12 shows the input VSWR curve of the modified AS-1065/UPX with the
wider feed. As expected, the VSWR curve is much improved in the low
frequency end. However, there existed a small peak around 625 MHz.
First it was not clear why this peak and other small peaks existed. However,
it was later conjectured that some mismatch existed between the antenna
aperture and free space. After close scrutiny, it was found that a number
of metallic webs are used (21 to keep metallic baffles in place. These
metallic webs (spaced 10" apart) and baffles formed a series of waveguides
with a cutoff frequency around 600 MHz, causing aperture mismatch around
and below 600 MHz. It is believed that the peaks at 625 MHz and 700 MHz

0may be the result of the combined effect of the aperture mismatch due to
the spacing of metallic webs and the mismatch due to the closeness of the
feed cutoff. Hence, it is possible that the VSWR can be improved further
at the low frequency end by increasing the feed width to about 12" and
increasing the spacing of the webs to at least 12" (or by eliminating
them). Unfortunately, the limited time and funds available for this pro-

,* ject did not allow any additional work.

[.' It was, however, decided to make gain and pattern measurements with
the modified AS-1065/UPX to further assess the feed modification. Figs. 13

. *to 23 show the radiation patterns at different frequencies over the
frequency range of 600 MHz to 1600 MHz. The patterns are reasonably well
behaved over this broad frequency range. (For frequencies Of 900 MHz and

I::4. *
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below, a receiver was not available and a broadband detectcr was used. The
patterns are noisy due to some intefering signals from the nearby national
airport below 900 MHz.) For frequencies 1000 MHz and above, a receiver was
used to amplify the received signals and a horn antenna was used as a gain
standard in measuring modified pillbox gain. Fig. 24 shows the absolute
gain of the modified pillbox antenna as a function of frequency. The
results show that the pillbox antenna can be modified for use over the
frequency band of 600 to 1600 MHz.

4. TRIPLE LAYER PILLBOX

It appears that the feed bandwidth is the limiting factor in designing
a broadband pillbox. Therefore, it may be necessary to use two feeds, one
for low frequency and another for high frequency, to further improve the
pillbox antenna bandwidth. In the two-layer pillbox, two feeds may be
placed on either side of the parabolic focus. However, moving the feed off
focus results in decrease in gain and increase in sidelobes. Designing a
triple layer, bifocal pillbox will eliminate this problem as will be
discussed later.

A double layer pillbox is a two dimensional equivalent of a front fed
parabola. Similarly, a triple layer pillbox is equivalent to a two
dimensional cassegrain or gregorian reflector. Fig. 25 shows a sketch of a
triple layer pillbox. Feed or feeds are located in the first layer and the
energy is transferred to the second layer by the first 180* bend. The energy
from the second layer is transferred to the third layer by the second 180*
bend. If the curvature of the first bend is hyperbolic and the curvature
of the second bend is parabolic, the resulting triple layer pillbox will have
a single focal point, where a feed may be placed. By shaping the curva-
tures of the first ahd second bends, different triple layer pillboxes with
different properties can be obtained. One such design is to shape the
curvatures [6] such that a desired aperture distribution can be obtained
for a specified feed pattern. This type of design may be needed for design-
ing low sidelobe or high efficiency pillboxes. Another type of design may
be used to shape the curvatures such that the triple layer pillbox has two
focal points, similar to a bifocal dual-reflector antenna [7]. Fig. 26
shows the sketch of a triple layer pillbox, where A and B are two focal
points. The curvatures of the first and second bends can be designed,
using the procedure given in [7], such that the horizontal beam is pointed
at an angle a to the antenna axis when the feed is placed at the focal
point A and the beam is pointed at an angle -a to the antenna axis when
the feed is placed at the focal point B. So, there is a small beam
displacement depending on the feed used. To improve the bandwidth of this
pillbox antenna, for example, one could use a feed at focal point A to
cover the low frequency end and a feed at focus B to cover the high frequency
end. In this way, one could improve feed bandwidth by at least an octave.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of designing very broadband pillbox antennas has been
demonstrated. It was also shown that the bandwidth characteristics of the

* existing IFF (pillbox) antenna AS-1065/UPX was improved by a simple
modification of the existing feed. The experimental results suggested that
further improvement, at the low frequency end, is possible by using a



slightly wider feed waveguide and also by increasing the spacing of the
metallic webs (which exists in the radiating aperture of the AS-1065/UPX
antenna) or removing them completely. Other possible designs of pillbox
antennas for broadband applications are also suggested.
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APPENDIX

COAXIAL TO WAVEGUIDE JUNCTION DESIGN

Figure 5 in the text shows a transforming type of junction. The
procedure outlined in reference (4] is used in designing that junction. To

Aobtain improved bandwidth, a ridge block transforming junction [4] will be
used. For this type of junction it is recommended that fc3 = fcl and fc2 -
0 .8fcl. Lower value of cut-off frequency for fc2 is obtained by loading the
waveguide with a ridge block. Since the interest is in the frequency band
of 600 to 1600 MHz, fcl = fc3 is chosen as 540 MHz (90% of the lowest
frequency of interest). This determined the waveguide width a1 to be eleven
inches. The thickness of the waveguide feed b, is chosen as one inch
(because the spacing between the parallel plates of the pillbox antenna was
chosen as one inch). So, the guide impedence at mid-frequency, f = 900
MHz, is given by

Z =,oW2 bl 1 =67.3

-1 -(fcl/f )

To transform this to 33 ohms, we need the characteristic impedence Zo2
of the ridge section to be

2 Z
Zo2  =Z 0  x 33

or
ZO2= 47 ohms.

To find the parameters of the ridge block, the figure 26.29 of reference
-- (41 will be used. In order to do that, a modified impedence

Z62 - ZO2 x 0.136 x al/b I is needed (see reference [41, page 679) and is
found to be Z.2 - 70.5 ohms. Then, the characteristic impedence at infinite
freqency is given by

-Zow = Z - fc2/f )2 - 61.8 ohms.

Knowing Zon and fcl/fc2, one can obtain the ridge block dimensions
by using Fig. 26.29 of the reference (41 and are given as

a2 = 0.2 and b .0.44

where a2 is the width of the ridge block and bI - b2 is the thickness of

the ridge block. Therefore,

the width of the ridge block - 2.2"

J. and the thickness of the ridge block - .56"

Since Lg2 and Lg3 should be respective guide quarterwave lengths at
f = 900 MHz, they are found to be

47
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This completes the design of the coaxial to waveguide junction.
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Fig. 2- 180 Bend
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4 6.0 - ANTENNA AS RECEIVED
DIA. ROD REMOVED FROM ANTENNA
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Fig. 10 - AS-1065 antenna: input VSWR vs frequency
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